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MANAGEMENT OF A DOCUMENT 
DATABASE FOR PAGE RETRIEVAL 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATION 

U.S. Pat. No. 08/891,861, filed concurrently herewith, 
relates to a Signature augmentation of PostScript comment 
Structure. 

This invention relates of document management records 
to management of document production through the creation 
of a document database to enable cost effective printing of 
updated versions, the printing of portions of the document 
and the printing of old versions. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Large Volumes of printed matter are usually produced by 
a proceSS Such as offset printing. In offset printing, plates are 
produced for each page and the high initial cost associated 
with the production of plates is recovered by the large 
Volume of pages produced from each plate. However, for 
low volume production, offset printing is expensive. Publi 
cations. Such as tax guides, patent examining guides, and 
many other Similar publications, often using ring binders, 
may have relatively small portions of the whole publication 
updated and changed on a rather frequent basis. In Such 
cases, offset printing of the updated material may not be 
economical. For low Volume printing, computerized print 
on-demand Systems, frequently utilizing electrophoto 
graphic technology, are considerably cheaper than offset 
printing. 

Another cost factor in the publishing industry is the labor 
intensive nature of the operation, that is, when a document 
is produced, Sometimes comprising Several hundred pages, 
the plates that produced those pages may be Stored So that if 
the document is later out of print, the plates can be retrieved 
to produce a new edition. In addition to Storing plates, after 
printing the publication the pages must also be Stored in a 
warehouse So that Subsequent orders can be Satisfied. 
Retrieving documents from a warehouse is labor intensive, 
particularly where the document includes frequent revisions. 
Those revisions must also be printed, Stored and retrieved to 
Satisfy customer requirements which may include the latest 
version, an earlier version, only the changed pages of the 
latest version, or a Sub-portion of a current or old version. 
After many iterations of this procedure, the result is Several 
versions and changed pages all of which are Stored in a 
warehouse. When a customer request is received, it requires 
locating the correct pages in the warehouse and assembling 
them to meet the order. The process is not only labor 
intensive, it is Subject to human error. For insurance 
companies, assembling a policy often requires printing 
different versions of the same clause for different jurisdic 
tions. Over a period of time, Storage of policies and varia 
tions of them fill large warehouses. Print-on-demand SyS 
tems avoid the warehousing of documents but fail to provide 
a convenient management System for the retrieval and 
printing of a particular version or part thereof. 

The solution to these problems and the object of this 
invention is to create and maintain a document database, 
using the power and flexibility of the database to manage the 
production of documents to Satisfy customer demands. In 
Such manner, the document version or portion thereof can be 
retrieved at a later point in time for printing by the most 
economical process, either offset printing or print-on 
demand. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides for the production and processing 
of document management data for creating and updating 
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2 
page characteristic records, Such as a document record, a 
version record, and a page record for each page, together 
with a pointer to the actual page file. The records, once 
created, are Stored in a database with a pointer to the Storage 
location of the page file for print-on-demand publishing or 
for the production of plates and/or to the Storage location of 
plates for offset printing. The actual page file can be either 
a page Source file Such as a PostScript page file or a page 
image file (bitmap of the page) that can be used to create a 
printed page (or to burn a typesetter's plate). In that manner, 
the page files or plates can be retrieved and printed at a later 
time in the most economical manner. When new versions are 
created, document management data for each new or 
updated page are produced for creating additional page 
characteristic records. A separate update instruction file is 
created for adding pages, updating pages or deleting pages. 
When pages are deleted from a new version, a delete flag is 
Stored in the page record for that particular page. For the 
pages that are reused in the new version, a last version field 
of each page record is changed to indicate the latest (i.e., 
newest) version number in which that page is utilized. Each 
page record has an initial version field to identify the version 
number in which it was first used and date fields to identify 
the date the record was created and the date of deletion. In 
that manner, a list of pages active in any present or past 
version of the document can be produced by an appropriate 
database Search. The various page characteristic records can 
include any data desired. For example, a page record for an 
insurance clause may contain a field identifying it with a 
particular jurisdiction. 
The above mentioned and other features and objects of 

this invention and the manner of obtaining them will become 
more apparent, and the invention itself will best be under 
stood by reference to the following description of embodi 
ments of the invention taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings, a description of which follows. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram Showing the elements of a 
print-on-demand printing System. 

FIGS. 2, 3, and 4 are, respectively, a document record, a 
version record, and a page record for pages in a document. 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are flowcharts of initial document and page 
characteristic record creation and Storage in the database. 

FIGS. 7 and 8 are flowcharts of the process for the 
creation of updated or new pages and the creation of 
corresponding page characteristic records for Storing them in 
the database together with Setting delete flags in the page 
characteristic records of those pages which are not used in 
the updated version. 

FIG. 9 shows illustrative customer order processing to 
make use of the page characteristic records created in FIGS. 
5-8. 

FIGS. 10 and 11 show processing for obtaining a list of 
pages to be printed for a particular version. FIG. 10 pertains 
to the case where a particular version is specified by the 
customer and FIG. 11 pertains to the case where the cus 
tomer Specifies a version as of a particular date. 

FIGS. 12 and 13 show processing for obtaining a list of 
the changed pages either in a particular version (FIG. 12) or 
in the version current as of a particular date (FIG. 13). 

FIG. 14 is the completion of order processing once the 
pages needed to Satisfy an order have been determined. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shows a print-on-demand System including a 
personal computer 10 such as an IBM PS-2 for interacting 
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with an author 9 or an editor 11 in the creation of the pages 
of a document. The document created at the personal com 
puter may be placed in appropriate page Source files for 
printing Such as PostScript page files. Once generated, the 
page Source files are Sent to an update processor 8 for 
creating page characteristic records for Storage in database 
13. Update processor 8 also provides the page Source files to 
rasterizer processor 12 whose function is to generate page 
image files (bitmaps) of each page of the document. These 
page image files are used by a print driver 14 to drive the 
printer 15 in the production of the printed output. In this 
embodiment of the invention, however, the page image files 
generated by the rasterizer are placed into the database 13 or 
into document Storage 16 and Stored there until a print 
request is received from a customer 17. When received, 
access is made to the database by the order processor 18 in 
order to retrieve the desired page image files and have them 
printed. The update processor 8, the rasterizer processor 12 
and the print driver 14 may reside on computerS Such as the 
IBM RISC 6000. The database 13 may be a relational 
database such as the IBM DB2. Such databases have sophis 
ticated data mapping techniques and Sophisticated Search 
engines which typically utilize the Structured Query Lan 
guage (SQL) to field and process database queries. The 
printer 15 may be an electrophotographic printer Such as the 
IBM 3900 printer. Print driver 14 may utilize a system such 
as the IBM Print Services Facility (PSF). If page source files 
are Stored instead of page image files, a rasterizer at print 
driver 14 or printer 15 may produce the page image files 
needed for printing at print time. 

In order to achieve management of the page image files or 
page Source files Stored in the database 13 or in Storage 16, 
the invention herein provides document management infor 
mation in the print Stream of the page Source file generated 
at the personal computer 10. For example, if the document 
is generated in PostScript page files, document management 
information to uniquely identify each PostScript page is 
placed in the comment field of each PostScript page file and 
is sent from computer 10 to the update processor 8 for 
inclusion in the database 13. In that manner, information 
needed to manage the retrieval and printing of particular 
page image files is included in the database and may be 
Searched to retrieve a list of those pages required to Satisfy 
a print request. While any needed information to manage the 
documents may be included in the comment field of the 
PostScript page file, the invention is described with illus 
trative page characteristic records shown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 
4. 

The term page characteristic record is used herein as a 
term to identify a document record, version record or a page 
record. FIG. 2 shows a document record with a field 20 
which identifies the customer's name, the document name 
field 21 and a document number field 22. FIG. 3 shows a 
version record with fields identifying the document number 
30, the version number 31, a field 32 for the number of pages 
in the version and the date and time fields 33 and 34 when 
the version was Submitted. FIG. 4, a page record, has a 
document number field 40, the page number field 41, the 
initial version number field 42 which shows when the 
particular page was first included in the document, the last 
version number field 43 which shows the version number in 
which the particular page was last included and the date and 
time fields 44 and 45 showing when the record was created. 
The pointer field 46 contains the storage address of the 
corresponding page file. The delete field 47 is used to flag 
the particular page when it is deleted from a new version and 
the delete date field 48 identifies the date when the page was 
deleted. 
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Normally, interpreters of PostScript page files to produce 

page imageS for printing ignore all comments. However, in 
the inventive System the update processor is enabled to read 
the PostScript headers and find the data needed to create or 
update the page characteristic records. To do that, a Signature 
is included in the comment field used to build the records; 
the Signature is intended to provide the update processor 
with the means for identifying document management data 
So that it can create the page characteristic records needed to 
manage the order process. 
An example PostScript commenting Structure to imple 

ment the invention is: 

%%OutputTagElement: tag such that “tag” would be 
meaningful document management data. In order to be 
as general as possible, error checking of the comment 
ing Structure is not performed at the interpreter level, 
but rather at a higher System level. Thus, the meaning 
of “tag” at the interpreter level could be anything 
including Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) 
information, and is passed as is into the output data 
Stream. The Signature field is used to identify data 
following the Signature as document management data. 
In the example the Signature is 
“%%OutputTagElement:”, where %% is the PostScript 
File comment prefix and OutputTagElement is the 
keyword. The update processor can use a String match 
ing algorithm, Such as the Bayer-Moore algorithm to 
identify the Signature. The tag can contain any charac 
ter code except the carriage return (CR) character or the 
line feed (LF) character. Either of those two characters 
terminate the tag information. 

An example is: 
%%Page 10 10 
%%OutputTagElement:product=reporter 
%%OutputTagElement:volume=sf23261 
%%OutputTagElement:folio=sf23261.dat 
%%OutputTagElement:page number=23261 
%%OutputTagElement:version=089-0 
%%OutputTagElement:release date=220994 
%%OutputTagElement:release time=16:24 
In this invention the page characteristic records are cre 

ated by the update processor from the document manage 
ment data and Stored with a pointer to the corresponding 
page file having the content data (page image file or page 
Source file.) The page file can later be retrieved using the 
page characteristic record attributes. These attributes will 
correspond to the tags of the pages created when the 
document was composed by the author or editor in a page 
Source file such as a PostScript page file. It should be noted 
that Since the document management data are part of the 
PostScript comment Structure, document management data 
are ignored by other PostScript devices which ignore 
comments, Such as the rasterizer 12. 

In addition to header information for each page file 
created at computer 10, the editor will also create a separate 
instruction file when updates are created. The Separate file, 
called a Document Update Instruction (DUI) file, contains 
instructions for adding data to database 13. The list of 
instructions may be as follows: 
ADD DOC1 VERS 4 PAGE 1.2.1 DATE TIME FILE 
NAME DELETE DOC1 VERS 4 PAGE 6.2.4 DATE 
TIME REPLACE DOC1 VERS 4 PAGE 42 DATE 
TIME FILENAME 

The ADD instruction identifies the document, version and 
the page Sequence number for the new page together with 
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the date, time and filename of the new page. The DELETE 
instruction identifies the document, version and page num 
ber of the page to be deleted. The REPLACE instruction 
identifies the document, version and page number of the 
page being replaced by an updated page together with the 
filename of the replacement page. It should be observed that 
all deleted and replaced pages are retained in the database 13 
or in document Storage 16 So that accurate retrieval of 
out-of-date versions can be accomplished at any later point 
in time to Satisfy a customer request. 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are flowcharts of the manner in which a 
document is initially created and Stored in database 13. A 
DUI file is not needed for the initial version but document 
management data is included in the header So that the update 
processor 8 can create the document record, the version 
record, and the page record for each original page. FIG. 5 
shows the activities carried out at the editor while FIG. 6 
shows the activities carried out at the update processor 8. 

In FIG. 5, the document is created at step 50 and docu 
ment management data together with the Signature which 
identifies them as document management data, are created at 
Step 51. Next the page files including headers are Sent to the 
update processor as shown in Step 52. The update processor 
will probably be located at the print shop. 
At the update processor, the data Stream is Searched at Step 

60 for the Signature of document management data in order 
to identify that data and build page characteristic records 
therefrom at Step 61. Once the page characteristic records 
have been built, the document is Sent to the rasterizer 
processor and rasterized at Step 62 to produce page image 
files of each page. The page image files are Stored in 
database 13 or in document Storage 16 at Step 63. A pointer 
to the Storage location of each page image file is included in 
the page record Stored in database 13 at Step 64. In that 
manner, each Separate page image file of the document is 
Stored as well as the page characteristic records that are 
needed to identify that page image file and retrieve it in order 
to Satisfy a print request received at Some future time. 

In the document production process, authors and editors 
frequently make changes to the initial document. Those 
changed pages include updated pages and completely new 
pages as well as pages that are deleted. All of the changed 
pages must be identified for the next version and therefore 
a Document Update Instruction (DUI) file is created by the 
editor 11. Document management data for each new or 
updated page are also created by the editor and placed in the 
comment field with the Signature identifying document 
management data. 

FIG. 7 shows the updating process that is carried out at the 
personal computer 10. First, the updated pages and the new 
pages are created as shown at Step 70. New document 
management data marked with a signature are created at Step 
71 and a DUI file created at step 72. At step 73, the new and 
updated page files and the DUI file are Sent to the update 
processor 8. 
At the update processor, as shown in FIG. 8, the DUI file 

is processed line by line at step 80. At step 81, if it is 
determined that a replace instruction or delete instruction is 
present, the update processor will address the database at 
Step 82 to update previously created page characteristic 
records to Set delete flags in the page record of each page 
replaced or deleted in the new version. At step 83, if it is 
determined that an add or replace instruction is present, the 
page file identified by filename in the DUI instruction line is 
processed to Search for the Signature of document manage 
ment data, Step 84. Once found the update processor builds 
page characteristic records at Step 85. 
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The new and updated pages are rasterized at Step 86 to 

produce page image files of each new or updated page. At 
Step 87, the new and updated page image files are Stored in 
the database 13 or in document Storage 16. A pointer to the 
Storage location of the page image file is included in the page 
record in database 13 as shown at step 88. 
Once all lines of instruction in the DUI file have been 

processed in the above described manner, as determined at 
Step 89, the page characteristic records for the new pages in 
the new version are stored in database 13 at step 89A. At step 
89B, the new version number is placed into the last version 
field of each page record of pages in the document where the 
delete flag is not Set. By not Setting the delete flag for those 
pages in the previous version which are repeated in the new 
version, they are identified and the last version field is 
updated accordingly. 

FIGS. 9-14 show the processing that occurs when a print 
request is received from a customer by the order processor 
18. FIG. 9 shows the process for determining the nature of 
the print request in order to prepare the proper query for 
database 13. At step 90, it is determined whether the request 
is for a particular version of a document. If it is, at Step 91, 
it is determined whether the date of the version has been 
Specified by the customer. If it has, a query is prepared at 
step 97 to obtain a list of all pages current as of that date and 
a branch is made to the processing shown in FIG. 11. If the 
date has not been Specified, then in Step 92, the query is 
asked whether the customer Specified the version number 
desired for printing. If it has not been Specified, the latest 
version is assumed at Step 93, and in either case, a query is 
prepared at Step 97 to obtain a list of all pages in that version 
and a branch is made to the processing shown in FIG. 10. 

If it had been determined at Step 90 that the customer had 
not requested any Specific version, then in Step 94 the order 
processor determines whether the request has been for 
particular changed pages. If the request is for particular 
changed pages, at Step 95 it is determined whether a date has 
been specified by the customer. If it has, a query is prepared 
at Step 97 to obtain the changed pages and a branch is taken 
to FIG. 13. If no date was specified by the customer, at step 
96 it is determined whether the customer has asked for 
changed pages in a particular version. If they are, a query is 
prepared at Step 97 to obtain the changed pages and a branch 
is made to FIG. 12. 

FIG. 9 is illustrative of some types of requests that can be 
fielded by the order processor of the invention but is far from 
all inclusive. If, for example, insurance clauses were being 
considered, then the order processor would determine 
whether the request was for clauses needed for a particular 
jurisdiction. The type of processing shown in FIG. 9 can be 
expanded greatly to cover any particular situation. 

FIG. 10 shows the processing carried out to obtain a list 
of page image files for a particular version when the version 
number has been specified in the customer request. At Step 
100, a query to the database is fielded and all page records 
in the document are retrieved in page Sequence order. At Step 
101, the first and last version fields of all page records in the 
document are Searched. At Step 102, those certain pages are 
identified whose number in the first version field is equal to 
or less than the requested version number. For those certain 
pages, at Step 103 the last version field is inspected to 
identify which of those certain pages have the further 
characteristic of a last version number equal to or greater 
than the requested version number. In that manner, the pages 
needed to Satisfy the request are determined and the file 
name of each of those page image files is placed on a list and 
retrieved in page Sequence as shown at Step 104. A branch 
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is taken to FIG. 14 where, at step 141, a printfile is 
assembled by retrieving all of the page image files on the list, 
and at step 142, the printfile is submitted to the print driver 
for the production of printed output. 

FIG. 11 shows the processing carried out to obtain a list 
of page image files to Satisfy a request for a particular 
version current as of a certain date and where the customer 
request Supplies the date of the version desired. At Step 110, 
a query to the database is fielded to obtain all page records 
in the document in page Sequence order. At Step 111, the date 
field of all page records in the document is Searched. At Step 
112, those certain pages are identified whose date in the date 
field is equal to or less than (i.e., before) the requested date. 
At step 113, the last version field of each of those certain 
pages is Searched to identify the highest number in the last 
version field. At step 114, it is determined which of those 
certain pages have the further characteristic of a number in 
the last version field equal to the highest number. Those 
pages are placed on a list of page image files needed to 
satisfy the request at step 115 and a branch is taken to FIG. 
14 where the page image files are retrieved from document 
Storage at Step 141 and Submitted to the print driver at Step 
142. 

FIG. 12 shows the processing to produce a list of those 
page image files that comprise changed pages (new or 
updated pages) in a specific version named in the customer 
request. At Step 120, a query to the database is fielded for a 
list of all pages in the document in page Sequence order. At 
Step 121, a Search is made of the first version field of all page 
records in the document and a determination is made at Step 
122 whether the first version number is equal to the 
requested version number. Those pages in which the query 
at Step 122 is Satisfied are thus identified and at Step 123 the 
file name of each of the identified pages is placed on the list 
in page Sequence. A branch to FIG. 14 processes the list to 
retrieve the page image files at Step 141 and assemble a 
printfile at step 142 to submit to the print driver. 

FIG. 13 shows the process for obtaining the page image 
files (new or updated pages) changed in a version current as 
of a particular date specified by the customer. At step 130, 
a query to the database is fielded to obtain the page char 
acteristic records for all pages in the document in page 
sequence order. At step 131, the date fields of all of the 
retrieved page characteristic records are Searched, and at 
Step 132, those certain page records are identified whose 
date is equal to or less than the requested date. For those 
certain pages identified in Step 132, the first version field is 
searched at step 133 to identify the highest number present 
in the first version field. At step 134, it is determined which 
of those certain pages have the further characteristic of 
having a first version field number equal to the highest 
number determined at step 133. For those pages, at step 135 
the file name of each page image file identified is placed on 
a list in page Sequence. Abranch to FIG. 14 processes the list 
at Step 141 to retrieve the page image files and assemble 
them into a printfile. At step 142, the printfile is submitted 
to the print driver. 

Maintaining a document database in the above described 
manner offerS many advantages to the publisher. For 
example, if page image files are Stored, the relatively slow 
process of rasterizing the PostScript page files to page image 
format occurs only once before entry into the database rather 
than at print time which could be a performance bottleneck. 
Also, with the inventive process, when changes are made to 
pages in a document, only the changed pages are resubmit 
ted rather than the entire document. It can be important to 
have the opportunity to reprint old versions as well as the 
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8 
latest version; the invention provides a technique for doing 
that in a cost-effective fashion. Portions of a document can 
be reprinted Since the level of granularity is a version of a 
page rather than an entire document. Note that information 
about other document pieces Such as tabs, binders, inserts, 
etc. can be kept in the database by providing a page record 
for that document piece; for print-on-demand, this enables 
the printfile to include a marker for the location of those 
“external pages.” Another advantage is that a print job can 
be held in a queue if an inventory item (such as an insert) is 
out of Stock. 

It should also be noted that document storage 16 can be 
managed So that infrequently used documents can be 
migrated to optical disk or tape Storage but still recalled 
when a version of a document or book needs to be printed. 

Pages can be Stored in various fashions, but if page 
images of each page are Stored, the fidelity of the printed 
document or book is enhanced when print-on-demand is 
utilized. There may still be some fidelity problems if the 
initial page image file was Stored, for example, for use with 
a 300 dot per inch printer but is used on a 600 dot per inch 
printer at a later time. However, if the same printer is in use, 
the page will look exactly the same as it did earlier. To 
address the possibility of enhancements to printer resolution, 
it may be desirable to Store the page Source file as well as the 
page image file. In that manner, the page Source file can be 
re-rasterized to prepare a page image file for the enhanced 
resolution printer. 
While the invention has been shown and described with 

reference to preferred embodiments thereof, it should be 
understood that changes in the form and details of the 
invention may be made therein without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for managing document versions to enable 

the insertion, deletion, or updating of a page or any Sub 
component of a document, and for enabling the printing of 
any new or old version of the document or any document 
portion, wherein a page file is produced for each original, 
new and updated page in Said document and document 
management data is included in Said page file, Said method 
comprising the Steps of: 

providing for building page characteristic records includ 
ing a page record for each original, new and updated 
page from Said document management data; 

providing a document management database for the Stor 
age of Said page characteristic records for each original, 
new or updated page, 

providing for a delete field in each page record enabling 
the Setting of a delete flag in previously stored page 
records for each page to be deleted in a new version of 
Said document; and 

providing for a last version field in each page record 
enabling the Setting of the new version number in Said 
last version field of each previously Stored page record 
whose delete flag is not Set. 

2. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of: 
providing for the reception of a print request for a 

particular version of Said document; and 
providing for the retrieval of a list of Said page files from 

Said document management database needed to Satisfy 
Said print request. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the requested version 
is identified by version number and wherein the step of 
retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
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page and providing for the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in Said 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field 
which is greater than or equal to the number of the 
requested version. 

4. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of: 
providing for the rasterization of each page file in Said 

document to produce a page image file of each page; 
and 

providing for the Storage of each said page image file in 
a document database and a pointer to the Storage 
location of each page image file in the corresponding 
page record. 

5. The method of claim 4 further including the steps of: 
providing for the reception of a print request for a 

particular version of Said document; and 
providing for the retrieval of a list from Said document 
management database of the page image files needed to 
Satisfy Said print request. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the requested version 
is identified by version number and wherein the step of 
retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
page and providing for the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in Said 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 

providing for identifying the requested version pages 
among Said certain pages which have the further char 
acteristic of a number in the last version field which is 
greater than or equal to the number of the requested 
version. 

7. The method of claim 2 wherein the requested version 
is identified as of a certain date and wherein the Step of 
retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which the associated page was first 
included in the document and providing for the iden 
tification of certain pages which have the characteristic 
of a date equal to or before Said certain date; 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field equal 
to the highest number in Said last version field in Said 
certain pages. 

8. The method of claim 5 wherein the requested version 
is identified as of a certain date and wherein the Step of 
retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which the associated page was first 
included in the document and providing for the iden 
tification of certain pages which have the characteristic 
of a date equal to or before a requested date, 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field equal 
to the highest number in Said last version field in Said 
certain pages. 

9. The method of claim 2 wherein the requested version 
is identified by version number and wherein the step of 
retrieval further includes the step of: 
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10 
providing for a first version field in each page record for 

identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of those pages 
which have the characteristic of a first version field 
equal to the requested version to obtain only the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

10. The method of claim 5 wherein the requested version 
is identified by version number and wherein the step of 
retrieval further includes the step of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of those pages 
which have the characteristic of a first version field 
equal to the requested version to obtain only the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

11. The method of claim 2 wherein the requested version 
is identified as of a certain date and wherein Said Step of 
retrieval further includes the step of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which a page was first included in 
the document and providing for the identification of 
certain pages which have the characteristic of a date 
equal to or before Said certain date; and 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
page and providing for the identification of requested 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in a first version field equal 
to the highest number in Said first version field among 
Said certain pages to obtain only the changed pages in 
the requested version. 

12. The method of claim 5 wherein the requested version 
is identified as of a certain date and wherein Said Step of 
retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which a page was first included in 
the document and providing for the identification of 
certain pages which have the characteristic of a date 
equal to or before Said certain date; and 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of requested 
pages among Said is certain pages which have the 
further characteristic of a number in a first version field 
equal to the highest number in Said first version field 
among Said certain pages to obtain only the changed 
pages in the requested version. 

13. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
readable medium having embodied therein a method for 
managing document versions to enable the insertion, 
deletion, or updating of a page or any Sub-component of a 
document, and for enabling the printing of any new or old 
version of the document or any document portion, wherein 
a page file is produced for each original, new and updated 
page in Said document and document management data is 
included in Said page file, Said method comprising the Steps 
of: 

providing for building page characteristic records includ 
ing a page record for each original, new and updated 
page from Said document management data; 

providing a document management database for the Stor 
age of Said page characteristic records for each original, 
new or updated page, 

providing for a delete field in each page record enabling 
the Setting of a delete flag in previously stored page 
records for each page to be deleted in a new version of 
Said document; and 
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providing for a last version field in each page record 
enabling the Setting of the new version number in Said 
last version field of each previously Stored page record 
whose delete flag is not Set. 

14. The article of manufacture of claim 13 further includ 
ing the Steps of 

providing for the reception of a print request for a 
particular version of Said document; and 

providing for the retrieval of a list of Said page files from 
Said document management database needed to Satisfy 
Said print request. 

15. The article of manufacture of claim 14 wherein the 
requested version is identified by version number and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
page and providing for the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in Said 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field 
which is greater than or equal to the number of the 
requested version. 

16. The article of manufacture of claim 13 further includ 
ing the Steps of 

providing for the rasterization of each page file in Said 
document to produce a page image file of each page; 
and 

providing for the Storage of each said page image file in 
a document database and a pointer to the Storage 
location of each page image file in the corresponding 
page record. 

17. The article of manufacture of claim 16 further includ 
ing the Steps of 

providing for the reception of a print request for a 
particular version of Said document; and 

providing for the retrieval of a list from Said document 
management database of the page image files needed to 
Satisfy Said print request. 

18. The article of manufacture of claim 17 wherein the 
requested version is identified by version number and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
page and providing for the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in Said 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field 
which is greater than or equal to the number of the 
requested version. 

19. The article of manufacture of claim 14 wherein the 
requested version is identified as of a certain date and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the steps of: 
providing for a date field in each page record for identifying 
the date upon which the associated page was first included 
in the document and providing for the identification of 
certain pages which have the characteristic of a date equal to 
or before Said certain date; 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
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12 
characteristic of a number in the last version field equal 
to the highest number in Said last version field in Said 
certain pages. 

20. The article of manufacture of claim 17 wherein the 
requested version is identified as of a certain date and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which the associated page was first 
included in the document and 

providing for the identification of certain pages which 
have the characteristic of a date equal to or before a 
requested date; 

providing for the identification of the requested version 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in the last version field equal 
to the highest number in Said last version field in Said 
certain pages. 

21. The article of manufacture of claim 14 wherein the 
requested version is identified by version number and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the step of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of those pages 
which have the characteristic of a first version field 
equal to the requested version to obtain only the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

22. The article of manufacture of claim 17 wherein the 
requested version is identified by version number and 
wherein the step of retrieval further includes the step of: 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of those pages 
which have the characteristic of a first version field 
equal to the requested version to obtain only the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

23. The article of manufacture of claim 14 wherein the 
requested version is identified as of a certain date and 
wherein said step of retrieval further includes the step of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which a page was first included in 
the document and providing for the identification of 
certain pages which have the characteristic of a date 
equal to or before Said certain date; and 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version that includes the associated 
page and providing for the identification of requested 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in a first version field equal 
to the highest number in Said first version field among 
Said certain pages to obtain only the changed pages in 
the requested version. 

24. The article of manufacture of claim 17 wherein the 
requested version is identified as of a certain date and 
wherein said step of retrieval further includes the steps of: 

providing for a date field in each page record for identi 
fying the date upon which a page was first included in 
the document and providing for the identification of 
certain pages which have the characteristic of a date 
equal to or before Said certain date; and 

providing for a first version field in each page record for 
identifying the first version including the associated 
page and providing for the identification of requested 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in a first version field equal 
to the highest number in Said first version field among 
Said certain pages to obtain only the changed pages in 
the requested version. 
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25. A computer System for managing document versions 
to enable the insertion, deletion, or updating of a page or any 
Sub-component of a document, and for enabling the printing 
of any new or old version of the document or any document 
portion, wherein a page file is produced for each original, 
new and updated page in Said document and document 
management data is included in Said page file, Said System 
comprising: 

page characteristic records including a page record for 
each original, new and updated page, Said page char 
acteristic records produced from Said document man 
agement data; 

a document management database for Storing Said page 
characteristic records for each original, new or updated 
page, 

a delete field in each page record enabling the Setting of 
a delete flag in previously Stored page records in Said 
database for each page to be deleted in a new version 
of Said document; and 

a last version field in each page record enabling the Setting 
of the new version number in said last version field of 
each previously Stored page record whose delete flag is 
not Set. 

26. The system of claim 25 further including: 
means for the reception of a print request for a particular 

version of Said document; and 
means for the retrieval of a list of Said page files from Said 
document management database needed to Satisfy Said 
print request. 

27. The system of claim 26 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a first version field enabling the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in a 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 

said last version field enabling the identification of the 
requested Version pages among Said certain pages 
which have the further characteristic of a number in the 
last version field which is greater than or equal to the 
number of the requested version. 

28. The system of claim 25 further including: 
means for the rasterization of each page file in Said 

document to produce a page image file of each page; 
and 

means for the Storage of each said page image file in a 
document database and a pointer to the Storage location 
of each page image file in the corresponding page 
record. 

29. The system of claim 28 further including: 
means for the reception of a print request for a particular 

version of Said document; and 
means for the retrieval of a list from Said document 
management database of the page image files needed to 
Satisfy Said print request. 

30. The system of claim 29 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a first version field enabling the identification of certain 
pages which have the characteristic of a number in Said 
first version field less than or equal to the number of 
Said requested version; and 
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said last version field enabling the identification of the 

requested Version pages among Said certain pages 
which have the further characteristic of a number in the 
last version field which is greater than or equal to the 
number of the requested version. 

31. The system of claim 26 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a date field in each page record enabling the identification 
of certain pages which have the characteristic of a date 
equal to or before a requested date; 

said last version field enabling the identification of the 
requested Version pages among Said certain pages 
which have the further characteristic of a number in the 
last version field equal to the highest number in Said last 
Version field in Said certain pages. 

32. The system of claim 29 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a date field enabling the identification of certain pages 
which have the characteristic of a date equal to or 
before a requested date; 

said last version field enabling the identification of the 
requested Version pages among Said certain pages 
which have the further characteristic of a number in the 
last version field equal to the highest number in Said last 
Version field in Said certain pages. 

33. The system of claim 26 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a first version field enabling the identification of those 
pages which have the characteristic of a first version 
field equal to the requested version to obtain the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

34. The system of claim 29 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a first version field enabling the identification of those 
pages which have the characteristic of a first version 
field equal to the requested version to obtain the 
changed pages in the requested version. 

35. The system of claim 26 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a date field enabling the identification of certain pages 
which have the characteristic of a date equal to or 
before a requested date; and 

a first version field enabling the identification of requested 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in a first version field equal 
to the highest number in Said first version field among 
Said certain pages. 

36. The system of claim 29 wherein said means for 
retrieval further includes: 

a date field enabling the identification of certain pages 
which have the characteristic of a date equal to or 
before a requested date; and 

a first version field enabling the identification of requested 
pages among Said certain pages which have the further 
characteristic of a number in a first version field equal 
to the highest number in Said first version field among 
Said certain pages. 
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